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Rabbi’s Message
A few years ago, the Huffington
Post’s Religion section published
an article about the many choices
that buyers face when purchasing a
Hanukiya. Reaching for ‘hip’ Jewish
readers, the anonymous author raved over a
BuzzFeed list with “18 awesome and unexpected menorahs for Hanukkah,” including
Hanukiyas made of LEGOs, PEZ dispensers,
and even the mythical Kraken monster.
Yet after only a single sentence in praise of
these novel designs, the tone turned superior
and smug. In (possibly mock-) horror, the article bewailed that “our handmade hanukkiah
dreams were shattered as it became clear that
not all was kosher on this list of lights.” Citing an
unsourced kiruv website, it went on to declare
fully two-thirds of BuzzFeed’s hanukiyas unacceptable. The problem? The candles did not
form a mathematically straight line. If we already
owned such botched Hanukkah lamps, the
joke’s on us!
Taking a step back from this judgmental conclusion, we should note that the author did not
bring a single primary source of Jewish law.
This may have something to do with the fact
that the text reads as if he or she had only just
learned of the straight-line rule moments before
writing it. In an age of Internet Justice, it was
apparently easier to dismiss large groups of people than it was to give the benefit of the doubt.
I say “apparently” because I just tried to see if I
could find the relevant law (Shulhan Arukh OH
671:4) in English using only non-jargon search

terms that regular people would know. It took
only two Google searches and less than 60
seconds, giving me the opportunity to easily
quote it here:

Parashat Mikets

Rosh Hodesh Tevet, Hanukkah VI
Bar Mitsva of Tyler & Brandon Darvish
T: Gen. 41:1-44:17, Num. 28:9-15, 7:42-47
If one filled a bowl with oil and surrounded it with
Hertz 155, 695, 599; Stone 222, 890, 768
wicks — if he covered it with a vessel, each wick H: Zach. 2:14–4:7, Is. 66:1, 66:23
counts as one light. If he did not cover it with a
Hertz 987, 944/47; Stone 1210, 1208/10
vessel, it does not even count as one light, beTefillot: Mashiv Haruah, Ya'ale Veyavo, Al
cause it is like a bonfire. [Rema:] Therefore one
Hanisim, full Hallel, Musaf of Rosh Hodesh
should be careful to place the lights in a straight
row and not in a circle, since that is like a bonfire.

Parsing this out may take a little help, but the
basic idea is in front of us: the original text of
the law only says that Hanukkah candles must
be distinct from one another, while a later author
known by the acronym “Rema” was the one who
added the part about straight lines. The original
law quotes an explicit passage in the Talmud
(Shabbat 23a), while the gloss is based on a
book by a single German rabbi eight centuries
after the closure of the Talmud (Minhage Maharil,
Hanukkah 6).
As long as we’re reading glosses, why not read
the other ones that appear in modern editions of
the Shulhan Arukh? I’m sure it would interest
the HuffPost to know that Rabbi Hizkiyahu da
Silva retorts that “we are not concerned about
circular Hanukiyas as long as each candle
is distinct from the next.”
Hanukkah is about the miracle that allowed Jewish culture to survive a brutal foreign occupation.
How better to celebrate such an occasion than
by studying and disseminating that culture? The
Maccabees had enough of being judged: let us
honor them by learning the Torah that they died
to protect.

Shaharit this Shabbat 12/8 will start at
8:15 am to accommodate a Bar Mitsva

KJ Schedule
Erev Shabbat / Hanukkah Eve VI
Friday, December 7th
Light Hanukkah Candles ..................... 4:25 pm
Shabbat Candle lighting ................... right after
Minha .................................................. 4:15 pm
Kabbalat Shabbat & Arvit .................... 4:45 pm
Yom Shabbat / Hanukkah Eve VII
Saturday, December 8th
Shaharit .............................................. 8:15 am
Keriat HaTorah.................................. 10:15 am
Sermon ............................................. 11:20 am
Musaf ................................................ 11:30 am
Women’s Tehillim ................ right after kiddush
Minha .................................................. 3:45 pm
Seuda Shelisheet ................................ 4:30 pm
Arvit .................................................... 5:15 pm
Havdala ............................................... 5:29 pm
Light Candles.......................................... right after
Hanukkah Eve VIII / Sunday, December 9th
Shaharit .............................................. 7:30 am
Talmud Torah ..................................... 9:45 am
Light Candles (duress/ideal) ......... 3:42/5:26 pm
(Continued on page 2)

3 Torah Scrolls

Seuda Shelisheet
is sponsored
in loving memory of
Iraj Baroukh
ben Yaghoub Partiyeli
by
The Partiyeli Family

Shabbat Kiddush

is sponsored in honor of the

Bar Mitsva of
Tyler Avi & Brandon Kobi
by Rozita and Simon Darvish

Mazal Tov to
Parents, Rozita and Simon Darvish
Brother, Kian Joseph Darvish
Grandparents, Vajeh Darvish
(Continued from page 1)
Hanukkah Eve VIII /Sunday, December 9
KJYP Dinner & Waffle Party ......... 6:30 pm

Hanukkah Day VIII / Monday, December 10
Shaharit ............................................ 6:05 am
Tuesday-Friday, December 11-14
Shaharit ............................................ 6:25 am
Letters from Baghdad, PBS Tu12/11@9 pm
Next Shabbat / Friday-Saturday, Dec 14-15
Shabbat Candle lighting .................... 4:26 pm
Friday Minha ..................................... 4:15 pm
Shaharit ............................................ 8:30 am
Saturday Minha ................................. 3:45 pm
Havdala ............................................. 5:30 pm

KJ Guest Speaker
Rabbi Joobin
Shemtov
Shabbat Day, 12/15

Rabbi Joobin Aaron Shemtov
served as rabbi and hazzan
of the Iraqi Jewish Association in Toronto, and worked
for the Associated Hebrew
Schools there for more than a decade. For over
14 years, he has been involved with Jewish and
Persian communities in California, and has led
High Holy Day services for the Elite Entrepreneur
Organization and the Iranian American Jewish
Cultural Organization for the past 8 years.
Born in Tehran, Rabbi Shemtov immigrated as a
young man to Vienna, where he performed as a
chazzan. In 1998, he moved to Toronto, where he
became involved in Jewish, Israeli and kiruv communities. He supported Israel through organizations
such as NCSY, Sephardic Outreach, and Birthright.
He graduated from York University with honors
and received semikha from Yeshivat Mikdash
Melech in Jerusalem.
Rabbi Shemtov is married to Daniela and together
they have three children: Shyli, Lielle, and their
newest addition, Liam Natanel.

It is a rare treat to have so many Sefarim out at
once. This typically occurs only a few times per
year – over more than 200 Shabbat and festival
days since Rabbi Melhado arrived at Kahal, it has
happened only 8 times.

In Memoriam

We remember these yahrzeit anniversaries from December 8 to 15, 2018. We light memorial candles, donate tzedaka & attend Shabbat services to honor the
memory of our loved ones.

1 Tevet / Sunday, December 9th
Saul Mizrahie Shaul ben Eliyahu Mordechai
Jack Sassoon Yaacov Yoseph ben Sassoon
Victoria Saul Victoria Saul
2 Tevet / Monday, December 10th
David ben Ezra
3 Tevet / Tuesday, December 11th
Isaac Jacob Itzhak ben Yaakov
Vicky Messiah Rahma Victoria bat Khatoon

4 Tevet / Wednesday, December 12th
Seemah Meyer Simha bat Azizah
5 Tevet / Thursday, December 13th
Mida Judah Masooda bat Dina
Esther Sales Esther HaMalka bat Rivka
Elisha Samuel Elisha ben Sassoon Shmuel
Hacham Sassoon
6 Tevet / Friday, December 14th
Raquel Emquies Rahel bat Clare Levy
Salem Kooby Salem Kooby
7 Tevet / Shabbat, December 15th
Eliezer David Levy Eliezer ben David Halevi

Refua Shelema

Sassoon Ezra • Moselle Amron • Sally Amron
Sylvia Cohen• Esther Duke • Mehry bat Miriam
Hakimipour •Tilda Levy • Yvonne Moalim • Florice
Newberry • Aliza bat Rahel • Aliza bat Victoria
Arlette bat Rashel • Chaya Chana bat Batya • Katie
bat Farha• Malka bat Rahel • Miriam bat Yetta
Miryam bat Malka • Moshe Ezra ben MazalTov
Simcha bat Rooha • Habiba bat Farha • Meir Ezra ben
Rahel• Dina bat Rahel• Chaya Rachel bat Simcha
Rahel bat Ramah Regina•Eti Esther bat Fortuna

